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Department of Public Policy and Administration
Sacramento State

Millie Yan
University of Maryland
Americ/Woman Studies

Sean Johnson
CSU, Fullerton
Bus Admin/Marketing

Kacey Dominguez
UC, Santa Barbara
Law and Societ

Hannah Maurer
UC, Santa Cruz
Politics

Grant Mack
San Diego State
Pol Science/History

Lisa Phillips
Sacramento State
Criminal Justice

Josef Preciado
UC, Santa Cruz
Comm/Latino Studies

Angela Frudakis
Sacramento State
Organiz Comm Studies
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Terra Townsend
Seattle University
Criminal Justice

Yovana Gojnic
UC, Davis
Int Relations/French

Carolyn West
Azusa Pacific University
Political Science

Jennifer Calbonero
CSU, East Bay
Political Science

Michael Lynch
Humbolt State
Business Management

Teresa Palmer
Sacramento State
English/Anthropology

Ed Sanders
University of Phoenix
Marketing

Amy Chesarek
Cal Poly, SLO
City Planning
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Cecilia White
CIDE, Mexico
Pol Science/Int Affairs

Andrew Carhart
Sacramento State
English Literature

Colin Blatel
Boston University
Theatre Arts

Cosmo Garvin
Sacramento State
Government

Deanna Walker
Saint Mary’s College
Management

Puja Vats
Psychology
San Diego State Univ